The hydrodynamic efficiency of conversion of the energy of fast charged particles into the kinetic energy of the bulk motion of plane-parallel shells is investigated in the framework of two sirnpIe models-one based on the stepwise density profde and the other employing a self-similar solution. The analytical estimates obtained are substantiated with 1 D hydrodynamic calculations. In case of spherical shells, the three key dimensionless parameters determining the values of the hydrodynamic efficiency are pointed out; the dependence of the hydrodynamic efficiency on these parameters has been explored numerically. The effects of a nonuniform energy deposition (increasing by the end of the fast particle ranges) and of a nonuniform absorber composjtion are also discussed.
Introduction
The target energy gains in the inertial confinement fusion (ICF) to a large extent are determined by the initial stage of the jrnplosion. at which the driver energy is being transformed into the kinetic energy of imploding shells (Duderstadt & Moses 1982) . The hydrodynamic efficiency (HE) serves as a quantitative measure of the effectiveness of such an energy conversion. A number of publications exist that deal with the theory of HE for laser-driven targets (Afanas'ev et al. 1975 (Afanas'ev et al. , 1982 ; Max er at. 1983). This paper discusses the HE of plane-paralIel and sphericd shells illuminated by fast charged particles, with a special emphasis on the heavy ion beams. This paper differs from earlier publications on laser targets and from the paper by Afanas'ev et al. (198 l) , in which irradiation by charged particles has also been considered, in that the steady-state approximation is discarded as nomelevant. As shown below, nonsteady estimates of the HE may differ from the steady-state ones by as much as 100%. At the sahle time, nonsteady hydrodynamics is difficuIt to approximate with analytical models and one is forced to resort mostly to computer simulations.
Basic assumptions
From the point of view of the HE theory, a single-shell target can be treated as consisting of two layers -an absorber heated by fast ions and a pusher (payload), which is accelerated by the pressure in the absorber and pushes the rarefied gas ahead of itself (see figure 1) . However, because the mass ranges of fast ions vary (and, in general, nonmonotonously; see Basko 1984) with the varying temperature and density in the absorber, the boundary between the pusher and the absorber even in the plane-parallel geometry cannot be clearIy defined. But in practice, variations in the mass range of heavy ions are not large (i 10-1 5%) and, to get rid of this sort of an uncertainty, it is assumed that the mass coordinate of the pusher-absorber interface does not change with time (even in spherical geometry).
The other simplifying assumption that is employed in sections 3 and 4 infers that the absorber has uniform initial composition and density distributions and that the beam energy is being released uniformly over the absorber mass at a const ant rate within the time interval 0 < r < ti, (a box pulse). The effects of a nonuniform energy deposition (increasing to the end of the range; AhIen 1980) and of a nonuniform absorber composition are discussed in section 5. Here, it should be noted only that the increase in the stopping powers of dense partially ionized plasmas by the end of the range of heavy ions is not particularly high (typically by a factor of -1.5-2; see Basko & Sokolovskii 1982); in addition, its effect on the values of the HE is diminished by the range variations shifting the location of the heating-rate peak with time. After one accounts for the fact that the errors introduced into the HE vaIues by the above two assumptions partialIy cancel one another, it turns out that the values of the HE as calculated in sections 3 and 4 quite adequately reproduce those achieved in code simulations of ICF targets driven by heavy ion beams -at least to the accuracy with which under such circumstances the quantity of the HE can be defined at all.
3, Planar shells
In the plane-parallel limit (see figure 1) it would be only natural to define the HE as where is the pusher kinetic energy and Ei, is the total energy released in the absorber; the entire pusher mass is assumed to move with negative velocities. The HE -a dimensionless quantity-must be a function of dimensionless target parameters. The "external" dimensional parameters of a two-layer shell can be combined into the following independent dimensionless combinations
Here. M,, Mp, pa,, pop are the masses and initial densities of the absorber and the pusher. In addition to these "external" ones, a number of "internal" dimensionless she11 parameters can be pointed out, which characterize the pusher and absorber equations of state, the role o f the electron conductivity, the radiative losses, etc. The quantities U, p,, R, r,, and r, are time-dependent, and w is a constant. The distributions (5) and (6) are mutually consistent in the sense that a linear velocity profile (5) Under the condition the pusher-absorber interface r = r, and the entire pusher move in the negative direction. It is assumed below that the aIlowed values of p satisfy condition (I 1).
In the limit conforming to definition (2) the internal energies of both the pusher and absorber can be ignored, and where From (9, (61, (81, (101, (13), and (14) we get
As shown below, of most practical interest is the limit w when equation (15) takes a simple form First, note that the limit 7, w 1 (see equation (3)) of an infinitely slow energy release just corresponds to w = m, because all the pusher elements in this limit move with one and the same speed. In the opposite limit of an instantaneous energy input, when r, = 0, the value of w can be estimated from the soIutjon for a strong discontinuity decay used in the the- (16) One immediately sees that the nonsteady HE (29) significantly &y factor of 2 for y = 5/3) exceeds the steady-state estimate (27) used by Afanas'ev et al. (198 I) . The reason for that is simple: the internaI energy accumuIated by the absorber during the ion-beam illumination phase keeps pushing the payIoad after the pulse had been stopped. Note also that the full HE (29) is independent of y. The latter may be considered a confirmation of the weak dependence of the nonsteady HE on details of the pusher and absorber equations of state-as declared above.
. . Numerical results
To test the above analyhcal estimates of the plane-paralleI HE, three series of 1D hydrodynamic calculations have been performed. In each series a set of four values of p = 0.1, 0.2, 0.5, 1.0 has been probed. The initial conditions and the energy-input parameters have been chosen as follows.
Is? series: absorber and pusher made of gold; the rarefied gas at 0 < r < r, -deuterium; r, = 9.99 mm, 9.98 mm, 9.95 mm, 9.9 mm; ti, = 0.1 ns; wo = 10; T , = 0.01.
The total mass of deuterium in all runs was fixed at 1% of the pusher mass. Realistic equations of st ate from Basko (1985) have been used for all elements. The electron and radjative heat conductions were also accounted for.
For the hydrodynamic efficiency the expression was used, where E, and E, are the total energy values of the pusher and deuterium by the time when the coordinate of the inner pusher edge arrives at 1 /10 of its initial value (by this time the absorber expands at least by a factor of 100). where E,, is the absorber internal energy by the time equation (30) is used (see table 2 ). With this correction in mind, we conclude that {i) the numerical simulations confirm equations (1 6) and (29) (but not equation (27) 
Spherical shells
In the spherical case the path length of the pusher is limited by its initial radius r,, condition (12) in general cannot be satisfied, and we must revise the definition (2) of the HE. Since the stage of pusher acceleration in spherical geometry is followed by the cumulation stage at which the pusher kinetic energy is converted into the compression energy of the pusher itself and that of the central gas, the spherical HE can be defined as where E, and E, are the total energies of the pusher and the central gas by the time of maximum compression when the velocity u, of the pusher-absorber interface drops to
zero.
With addition of a new dimensional parameter R, the spherical HE becomes a function of three "external" dimensionless parameters:
In the plane-parallel limit, 6 = 7;" = 0 and
In spherical geometry -as contrasted to the plane-parallel one-it is much more difficult to construct a simple analytica1 model that would reveal (quantitatively as well as qualitatively) the functional form of equation (33) . In table 3 the values of ~, (~, 6 , T~, ) as obtained from 1D hydrodynamic code caIculations are presented. In all the runs included in table 3 the pusher and absorber were of gold (initial density p,, = p , = 19.5 g/cc), the central gas (deuterium) comprised 0.5% of the pusher mass, and the initial she11 radius and specific energy input were R = 1 mm, Ei,,/Ma = 10 MJ/g. A salient feature of the functional dependence of 7 , on parameters 6 and T~~, clearly illustrated by table 3, is that for any fixed p the values of q, ( p , 6 ,~~~) monotonously decrease with increasing 6 and Ti,, -the fact that can actually be inferred from the most general properties of spherjcaI flows. The latter means that from the point of view of the HE theory /he lesser (he values of dimensionless parameters S and T~,, the more efficient is an ICF target. It should be noted also that with increasing 6, ri, > 0 the maximum of q , over p shifts to smaIler values of the latter, nameIy to p = 0.2 -0.4.
To check the weak dependence of qsp on parameters other than p, 6, and T,,,, a series of runs have been performed in which for 6 = ri, = 0.1, p = 0.1, 0.2, 0.5, 1.0 different combinations of the values Ein/M, = 1, 10 MJ/g, R = 1, 10 mm were probed, and a beryllium absorber instead of the gold was tried. The values of the HE obtained in these runs differ from those given in table 3 by no more than 8%. Hydrodynamic efficiency q , ( p , 6,7;,,) of spherical shells
Nonhomogeneous absorbers
The above results were obtained under the assumption that absorber is homogeneous in the initial composition and has a uniform distribution of the energy deposition rate. Obviously, higher values of the HE can be achieved with nonhomogeneous absorbers, when a hot low-density plasma layer is created near the pusher-absorber interface. On the one hand, such a nonhomogenejty i s a natural consequence of the increase in the stopping power by the end of the range of charged particles. On the other hand, it may be enhanced with a two-layer absorber composed of a low-Z (Li, Be, . . .) internal and a high-Z (Au, Pb, . . .) external layer; in this case the internal layer will have a lower initial density and a higher energy deposition rate per unit mass.
In planar geometry the effect of a nonhomogeneous absorber structure can be investigated in the framework of the stepwise-density-profile approximation. Let Ma, = (1 -v ) M,, p,, ( t ) and Ma2 = v Ma, and pal ( t ) = up, ( t ) be the masses and densities of, respectively, the internal and external absorber layers (more dense external layer is often called tamper), where 0 c u < 1 and w > 1 are constants. Assuming that the pusher of mass M, = LrM, is infinitely thin and having performed the calculations analogous to those presented in section 3, we arrive at the following expression for the plane-parallel HE:
where As a first example of how to make use of equations (36) and (37), consider a nonuniform heating of initially homogeneous absorber. If one takes the stopping power to be inversely proportional to the ion energy (Ahlen 1980; the extreme case of a nonuniform energy deposition by stopping of fast charged particles), then hdf of the beam energy will be released over the last quarter of the range. The latter means that in our model we must take w = 3, v = 0.75 -which infers A = 0.48. For a fixed ~1 rhe function qd( A, p) achieves maximum at which, in our case, amounts to q,, = 0.445 and exceeds the maximum of V~, ( P ) from equation (16) In practice, however, the gain in HE due to the stopping power growth by the end of the range is always below 30% for the reasons pointed out in section 1.
Equations (36) In spherical geometry, unfortunately, the increase in the HE values illustrated in table 4 cannot be fuUy realized. The fact is that, when we replace part of the high-density absorber with a low-density layer (retaining either the total mass or the optical depth for beam ions), we are usualIy forced to degrade its dynamic quality characterized by parameters 6 and .ri, (34) . As an example, consider a modification of the gold shell from table 3 with b = T, = 0.1 in which the internal half of the absorber has been replaced by a beryllium layer of five times lower mass but with a fivefold increase in the mass heating rate. The relative tarnper mass v = 0.833 turns out to be close to the optimum one for w = 10 = p,,/p, (see tabIe 4). After such a modification the dimensionless parameters &,ri, become 6 = 0.173, r,, = 0.129. The HE values obtained for a shell thus modified are given in table 5. Having compared them with those given in tabIe 3, one sees that a substantial (r 60%) increment in q , values can be achieved for small p 5 0.1 only, while the maximum vaIue of HE has increased by a mere 35%.
6-Conclusions
The analysis performed in this paper clearly demonstrates that rhe hydrodynamic efficiency of shells illuminated by charged particle beams must be evaluated under nonsteady approximations. In contrast to steady-state models, the nonsteady HE turns out lo be insensitive to the details of the equation of state.
The HE of homogeneous planar shells essentially depends on one dimensionless parameter p -the pusher/absorber mass ratio; this dependence is satisfactorily reproduced by a simple formula (16).
T l e HE 7 , of homogeneous spherical shells essentially depends on three dimensionless parameters: p , the pushet/absorber mass ratio; 6, the inverse of the absorber aspect ratio; and ri,, the dimensionless time of illumination (see equation (341). Function qJo(fi. 6, 7 , " ) has a maximum along p-axis at p = p,,, = 0.2-0.5 and monotonously decreases with increasing 6 > 0, T~, > 0.
A nonhomogeneous absorber with a hot low-density inner edge has an advantage over the homogeneous one, but in practice a substanrid ( 2 50%) gain in the HE efficiency through this effect can be achieved only for Iow enough pusher masses, p 5 0.1.
